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In recent decades, research in economics and finance has largely focused on the rational actor model, in which economic agents process all available information perfectly. In contrast to an older perspective represented by Keynes and Pigou, the rational model rules out unjustified optimism or pessimism as an amplifying force for aggregate fluctuations. Consequently, the rational model struggles to explain some of the most prominent facts we observe in macroeconomics, such as large swings in asset prices, in other words “bubbles”, as well as credit cycles, investment cycles, and other mechanisms that contribute to the length and severity of economic contractions.

Relaxing the assumption of perfect rationality is a potential way of explaining aggregate volatility. Unfortunately, economists lack a consensus on how to do this. Economists often point out that psychological concepts like Keynesian “animal spirits” (Keynes, 1936) are vague and potentially even untestable (for instance, Fama, 1998). If a sample of macroeconomists were forced to write down a formal model of animal spirits, most wouldn’t know where to start and the rest would produce models that had little in common. In contrast, the rational actor model is conceptually elegant, disciplined, and parsimonious.

However, even the assumption of perfect rationality is not sufficient for modeling discipline. Creative assumptions about technology, preferences, information, and market frictions can offset the parsimony purchased with rational beliefs. If the methodological goal is modeling discipline, formal quasi-rational models with a small number of free parameters should also be serious contenders. The methodological litmus tests should be parsimony, portability, and explanatory power (Gabaix and Laibson, 2008 propose a list of seven properties of good models). Rational models are only one potential means to these ends.

In this paper, we make the case that quasi-rational models deserve greater attention. We begin by discussing a large body of empirical evidence which suggests that beliefs systematically deviate from perfect rationality. Much of the evidence implies that economic agents tend to form forecasts that are excessively influenced by recent changes – in other words, some form of “extrapolation bias.”

We then present a parsimonious quasi-rational model that we call natural expectations, which falls between rational expectations and (naïve) intuitive expectations. Intuitive expectations are formed by running growth regressions with a limited number of right-hand-side variables. As we will see, this leads to excessively extrapolative beliefs in certain classes of environments.

Next, we show empirically that many U.S. macroeconomic time series have hump-shaped dynamics -- in other words, they exhibit momentum in the short run and (partial) mean
reversion in the long run. Natural expectations turn out to be sophisticated enough to capture the short-run momentum but fail to fully reflect the more subtle long-run mean reversion. Hence, when the true dynamics are hump-shaped, natural expectations overstate the long-run persistence of economic shocks. In other words, agents with natural expectations turn out to form beliefs that don’t sufficiently account for the fact that good times (or bad times) won’t last forever.

Finally, we embed natural expectations in a simple dynamic macroeconomic model and compare the simulated properties of the model to the available empirical evidence. The model’s predictions match many patterns observed in macroeconomic and financial time series, such as high volatility of asset prices, predictable up-and-down cycles in equity returns, and a negative relationship between current consumption growth and future equity returns. We also discuss the model’s shortcomings, how these can be alleviated, and other potential directions for research in this area.

The Prevalence of Extrapolation Bias

The rational agent of standard economic models is assumed to use all available information in order to make statistically optimal forecasts. However, studies in a wide variety of contexts suggest that actual people’s forecasts place too much weight on recent changes, like the most recent quarterly growth rate in variables such as portfolio values or home prices.

As one example, excessive extrapolation has been empirically documented in the portfolio choices of individual investors. Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Sirri and Tufano (1998), find that mutual fund investors chase recent past performance. Benartzi (2001) and Choi et al. (2004) report that 401(k) contributions to employer stock also chase historical returns. In subsequent work, Choi et al. (2009) show that 401(k) participants increase their total contribution rate in response to recent idiosyncratic excess returns in their 401(k) account. Upon entering retirement, the share of individuals choosing an annuity over a lump-sum payout is strongly negatively correlated with recent stock returns (Chalmers and Reuter, 2009; Previtero 2010). Malmendier and Nagel (forthcoming) show that an investor’s equity allocation is driven by the stock market’s weighted past performance with linearly declining weights from the present to the investor’s date of birth. In Finnish data, investors who participate in initial public stock offerings with high returns are more likely to subscribe to future stock offerings (Kaustia and Knupfer, 2008), and individuals whose local peers have experienced more positive recent returns are more likely to start participating in the stock market (Kaustia and Knupfer,
In these cases, past performance has little predictive power for future performance, so from the standpoint of the rational actor model, the observed behavior appears to be a mistake.

It is theoretically possible that such findings do not matter for aggregate asset pricing, because investors with extrapolative beliefs hold relatively little wealth. However, Vissing-Jorgensen (2003) finds that in survey data, even wealthy investors expected stock returns to remain high at the peak of the market in 2000-2001, and that they appear to extrapolate based on their own personal investment returns. Additional evidence from the period of the tech bubble indicates that at least relatively inexperienced mutual fund managers exhibited trend-chasing behavior (Greenwood and Nagel, 2009). Finally, a large literature in behavioral finance has accumulated evidence on cross-sectional stock return patterns that can parsimoniously be explained with models in which (at least some) investors have extrapolative beliefs: for example, DeBondt and Thaler (1985, 1989) provide empirical evidence along these lines, and DeLong et al. (1990b) and Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998) offer models. Using a framework that motivates our own, Barsky and DeLong (1993) study the historical returns of equities, and show that returns are well-described by a model in which agents are assumed to excessively extrapolate recent dividend growth. Choi (2006) shows that extrapolation can explain the high equity premium.

Another asset market of fundamental importance for the macroeconomy is the residential housing market, which has arguably gone through a bubble over the past decade and was at the center of the recent financial crisis. Various pieces of evidence point to the idea that extrapolative expectations, or the belief that the recent growth in home values is going to continue, led to “irrational exuberance” (Shiller, 2005) and played an important role fueling the bubble. For instance, Goetzman, Peng and Yen (2009) find that cities with higher past price increases experienced higher demand for mortgages, and, at least for subprime loans, higher approval probabilities. Relatedly, Gerardi et al. (2008) show that many mortgage market participants in 2005 and 2006 were aware that, if house prices fall, many mortgage borrowers would default. However, market participants only assigned a very low probability to such an event. Other authors who provide direct or indirect evidence for the importance of extrapolative expectations in housing markets include Abraham and Hendershott (1996), Muellbauer and Murphy (1997), Case and Shiller (2003), and Piazzesi and Schneider (2009).

Interestingly, this effect appears to be asymmetric, as negative returns of one’s neighbors do not reduce one’s probability of entering the stock market. Kaustia and Knupfer (2010) hypothesize that this may be due to selective communication, meaning that people are more likely to talk about positive investment experiences than about negative ones. Such sociological factors are omitted from the model in this paper, though they can certainly contribute to financial and macroeconomic fluctuations (see Akerlof and Shiller, 2009).
Apart from asset markets, other macroeconomic expectations may also be influenced by extrapolation. Ball (2000) applies a model similar to the one that we discuss below to explain differential degrees of inflation persistence in two monetary regimes. Tortorice (2010) looks at unemployment expectations in the Michigan Survey of households, and finds that consumers appear too optimistic at the beginning of recessions and too pessimistic at the end. Further, he shows that a model with extrapolative expectations is best at explaining these facts.

Finally, laboratory experiments offer some suggestive evidence. DeBondt (1993) presents subjects with historical financial time series, like stock price indices or exchange rates, and asks them to predict the value of the series at different points in the future. He finds that a majority of his subjects are “trend followers” who expect recent trends to continue. Hey (1994) has subjects forecast the next draw from an autoregressive process. He finds that subjects' forecasts are best modeled as extrapolative (rather than rational or adaptive), with a coefficient on past growth that depends on the persistence of the particular process. Dwyer et al. (1993) test whether subjects' forecasts of a random walk series (in which growth has no persistence) deviate systematically from the rational expectations forecast, and find that this is not the case. As we will discuss, our model is consistent with the findings of both of these studies. Haruvy, Lahav, and Noussair (2007) and Hommes et al. (2008) examine experimental asset markets and find that subjects’ expectations are primarily based on past trends. This is inconsistent with rational expectations and appears to play an important role in generating the well-documented bubbles in such experiments.

These studies show that excessive extrapolation is present in many different settings. While it is possible to explain any finding with a combination of rational expectations and a more-or-less elaborate surrounding story, introducing extrapolative features into models of expectation formation may provide a more parsimonious and general explanation for various empirical phenomena.

**Natural Expectations**

To illustrate the predictive power of models with quasi-rational beliefs, we present a parsimonious -- one-free-parameter -- formulation which we will then embed in a simple dynamic macroeconomic model.

Consider a time-series of economic interest, \( x_t \), expressed in levels or logs depending on the absence or presence of exponential growth. The subscript \( t \) represents the time period. Assume that an agent’s intuition about future changes in \( x_t \) is described by an autoregressive process that includes a small number of lags of historical changes and/or a small number of
moving average terms. To illustrate ideas, we study the case in which intuitions are based on a regression of growth\(^2\) on lagged growth,

\[
\Delta x_{t+1} = \phi \Delta x_t + \varepsilon_{t+1}.
\]

(Intuitive model)

The parameter \(\phi\) is pinned down using historical data – for instance a regression using ordinary least squares – so \(\phi\) is not a free parameter. This simple growth-regression is used to form what we call intuitive expectations of what will happen at time \(t+1\).

To demonstrate how this works with a concrete example, assume that the true data generating process for \(x_t\) is,

\[
x_{t+1} = \alpha x_t + \beta x_{t-1} + \eta_{t+1}.
\]

(True model)

Here \(\alpha\) is the effect of \(x_t\) on \(x_{t+1}\), and \(\beta\) is the effect of \(x_{t-1}\) on \(x_{t+1}\). For simplicity, we focus on the case where the true model is stationary – in other words, the effect of a shock dies out completely over time -- but the qualitative results that follow are not dependent on the true model being selected from the class of stationary models. Campbell and Deaton (1989) point out that the processes that we have called the Intuitive Model and the True Model are difficult to statistically distinguish.

If the simple growth-regression -- the intuitive model -- were estimated on a large data set generated by the true model, then the coefficient in the simple growth-regression would be

\[
\phi = \frac{\alpha - \beta - 1}{2}.
\]

Expectations that are based upon the (mis-specified) intuitive model are called intuitive expectations. Expectations based upon the true model are called rational expectations. We define natural expectations to be a weighted average of the two, with weight \(0 \leq \lambda \leq 1\) on the intuitive expectations. The weighting parameter, \(\lambda\), is an index of imperfection. When \(\lambda = 1\), the agent relies only on her intuition. When \(\lambda = 0\), the agent is completely rational.

We think of natural expectations as an as if process. Agents do not consciously calculate intuitive expectations and then separately calculate rational expectations, before weighting the two components to form natural expectations. Instead, agents unconsciously combine many insights and end up with natural expectations as the conscious output of their deliberations.

---

\(^2\) If \(x\) is the natural log of a variable \(X\), then \(\Delta x_t \equiv x_t - x_{t-1}\) is a difference in logs, so that \(\Delta x_t\) is equivalent to the growth rate of \(X\) between period \(t-1\) and period \(t\).

\(^3\) We refer interested readers to an appendix, available at <http://e-jep.org>, where all of our derivations are provided.
For example, agents might begin with intuitive expectations and then adjust toward rational expectations. This adjustment process is incomplete, so that intuitive expectations retain some weight in the final beliefs. Psychologists call this anchoring bias. Moreover, salient pieces of information -- like one’s own intuition -- tend to be overweighted when people form beliefs about the world. This is referred to as availability bias. Many psychological mechanisms jointly explain why agents’ intuitions get at least some weight in their final beliefs (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973a, 1973b, 1974).

It is helpful to visualize the properties of natural expectations using an impulse response function, which describes the response of a time series to an exogenous, one-unit shock. Using our notation, an impulse response reports expectations that would arise right now if lagged values of \( x \) were all zero, but the current value, \( x_0 \), were equal to 1 (implying that a one-unit shock has occurred in the current period, period 0). In this scenario, the impulse response function shows what the agent currently expects the value of \( x \) to be in periods 1, 2, 3, etc. Since the equations that we are studying are dynamic, the value of \( x_0 \) affects the value of \( x_1 \), which in turn affects the value of \( x_2 \), and so on.

Exhibit 1 plots the impulse response function associated with three illustrative values of \( \lambda \). It plots the path of natural expectations that emerge after a one unit shock realized in the current period, which is normalized to be \( t = 0 \). When \( \lambda = 1 \), natural expectations are equal to intuitive expectations, which implies that the forecast rises and plateaus. When \( \lambda = 0 \), natural expectations are equal to rational expectations, and therefore correspond to the true model. An intermediate case with \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2} \) is an average of the two extremes.

Exhibit 1 plots the specific case \( \alpha = 1.16 \) and \( \beta = -0.24 \). These numbers are chosen because they are the estimates based on the true model that we will use later in this paper. This process is stationary, and therefore mean reverting at long horizons, since \( \alpha + \beta < 1 \), but the associated intuitive expectations, with \( \phi = 0.20 \), are not mean reverting. In this example, natural expectations (\( \lambda > 0 \)) deviate from rational expectations more clearly at longer horizons. However, at one quarter, the two expectations are nearly indistinguishable.

Natural expectations are not fully rational in the sense that one component — the intuitive expectations — may not be consistent with the true model. However, the agent’s intuitions are sophisticated and empirically disciplined since the intuitive model is estimated “correctly,” using historical data (cf. Sargent, 1993). Hence, empirical regularities pin down

\[\text{Hong, Stein, and Yu (2007) and Branch and Evans (2010) also present models in which agents correctly estimate the coefficients of oversimplified models.}\]
the parameters in the intuitive model, and extrapolation bias is not baked in. For instance, if the true model were a random walk, then the resulting natural expectations would be equivalent to rational expectations. Agents hold extrapolative beliefs only to the extent that: (1) extrapolative dynamics are implied by the empirically estimated parameters in the intuitive model and (2) the agent incompletely adjusts intuitive expectations towards rational expectations.

**Hump-Shaped Dynamics**

Many macroeconomic time series have long-horizon hump-shaped dynamics – processes that show momentum in the short run and some degree of mean reversion in the long run. Such dynamics will generally not be captured by simple growth-regressions. Hence, agents with natural expectations will make approximately accurate forecasts at short horizons, but poor forecasts at long horizons, because the economy has more long-run mean reversion than the agents impute from their intuitive models. In other words, agents with natural expectations will overestimate the long-term persistence of good news or bad news.

To illustrate the existence of hump-shaped dynamics in macroeconomic data, we report impulse response functions for four macroeconomic variables for the U.S.: real GDP, unemployment, a proxy for real corporate earnings, and excess stock returns. For each variable, we calculate the effect of a one-unit impulse on intuitive expectations and rational expectations. Intuitive expectations are generated by estimating the same *intuitive model* presented earlier: a regression of growth on lagged growth. In the current analysis, we use a moving average process with three years of lags as our *true model*. This is a highly flexible statistical model that is able to capture complicated dynamics.5

---

5 The terminology “true model” is chosen for expositional simplicity. We are not implying that a univariate time series model is the optimal way of forecasting economic variables, or even that three years of lags are necessarily able to capture all of the low-frequency mean reversion. We discuss statistical caveats regarding our choice of the true model in the on-line appendix available with this paper at [http://e-jep.org](http://e-jep.org). For moving average specifications with many lags, the long-run values of the impulse response function have large standard errors. In addition, the most popular model-selection criteria, namely the AIC (Akaike information criterion) and BIC (Bayesian information criterion), generally do not support the use of statistical models with many lags (Campbell and Mankiw 1987). However, we place some faith in the specifications with many lags for the following reasons. Monte Carlo analyses suggest that low-order ARIMA(p,1,q) processes (p,q≤3) have properties that are generally well-captured by high-order ARIMA(0,1,Q) models, but not vice versa. More generally, we find that hump-shaped dynamics are difficult for low-order models to capture. Nevertheless, it is frequently the case that model-selection criteria mistakenly recommend the use of low-order ARIMA models. The appendix also reports regression coefficients and standard errors for the ARIMA models described in this section, as well as additional specifications.
GDP and the net operating surplus of private enterprises are both reported quarterly, so in this case three years of lags implies a specification with 12 moving average terms. Unemployment and excess stock returns are tabulated monthly, so in this case we estimate a model with 36 moving average terms.

Exhibit 2a plots the quarterly impulse response functions for the natural log of real U.S. GDP. Intuitive expectations feature an impulse response function that rises and then flattens. The flexible specification with 12 moving average terms implies a hump-shaped pattern with a comparatively lower long-run value. This analysis is related to a literature measuring the long run persistence of a unit shock to GDP (see e.g. Campbell and Mankiw 1987, 1989; Cochrane 1988). In terms of this debate, all that matters for our argument is that the flexible impulse-response function exhibits short-run momentum and then (partial) mean reversion.

Exhibit 2b plots the monthly impulse response functions for the U.S. unemployment rate. The intuitive expectation is nearly the same as the expectations generated by a random walk. In other words, after the initial shock, there is very little additional movement predicted by the specification. Other growth regressions with a small number of lags imply an increasing impulse response function with a plateau well above the level of the original shock. In contrast, the flexible specification based on 36 moving average terms implies a clear hump-shaped pattern.

Exhibit 2c plots the impulse response functions for the natural logarithm of the real U.S. net operating surplus of private enterprises. This is a proxy for the profitability of businesses, including proprietor’s income. Intuitive expectations feature an impulse response function that rises monotonically, but at a decreasing rate. The flexible specification based on 12 moving average terms implies a hump-shaped pattern with substantial long-run mean reversion.

Exhibit 2d plots the monthly impulse response functions for cumulative excess returns for U.S. equities. Again, intuitive expectations feature a slightly rising impulse response function. The flexible specification with 36 moving average terms implies a hump-shaped pattern with a small degree of long-run mean reversion. This pattern reflects the evidence on weak negative autocorrelation in stock returns at long horizons (Cutler, Poterba, and Summers 1991; Campbell and Shiller 1988a, b).

The four panels of Exhibit 2 illustrate the difference between simple growth-regressions and a more sophisticated and flexible statistical model. In all four cases, a positive shock and intuitive expectations jointly generate an irrationally persistent view of the future. Macroeconomic activity has humps or cycles, but agents who place a reasonable weight on intuitive expectations fail to fully appreciate the transitory nature of good and bad news. For example, simple growth regressions imply that unemployment is roughly a random walk, but a
A century of observation and theory belies that inference. A moving average model with many lags is needed to recognize the tendency of unemployment to show significant long-run mean reversion. Expectations that are biased towards the intuitive forecast will often have important economic consequences. For instance, at the beginning of recessions agents will underestimate the ultimate rise of unemployment, while at the peak of unemployment they will overestimate how long it will persist (Tortorice, 2010). As their consumption and savings decisions are influenced by their expectations, these biased forecasts will act as an amplifying force of the business cycle.

An Illustrative Macroeconomic Model

We have argued that macroeconomic time series have short-run momentum and long-run (partial) mean reversion. If agents have natural expectations, they will fail to fully forecast the long-run mean reversion. We now explore the consequences of this mistake in a dynamic macroeconomic model.

We study a one-good endowment economy (cf. Lucas, 1978) with two sources of income. These are referred to as “Lucas trees,” because they provide a consumption good, like “fruit,” without having a production sector with physical investment. An equity tree generates time-varying dividends, \( x \), and a labor tree generates a constant stream of labor income, \( y \). Dividends can be decomposed into a fixed component, \( \mu \), and a component generated by the specification that we earlier called the true model. Rational expectations for the future path of dividends are consistent with the true model.

Building on our earlier examples, we assume that the representative agent makes forecasts about future dividends using a weighted average of intuitive expectations and rational expectations. Intuitive expectations about the future path of dividends are generated by the specification that we earlier called the intuitive model, in other words a regression of current dividend growth on lagged dividend growth. The dynamics of the intuitive model and the true model are both summarized in Exhibit 1.

For this application, we set the weighting parameter between intuitive expectations and rational expectations to \( \lambda = 1/2 \). In other words, intuitive expectations and rational expectations are equally weighted in calculating natural expectations for the future path of dividends.

---

6 A rigorous presentation of the model, together with closed-form solutions, appears in the on-line appendix which is available at <http://e-jep.org>.
A representative agent has a utility function for consumption that is time-separable and concave. Decisions about how much to consume in the current period are based on the representative agent’s expectations about the future path of income, including dividends.

The representative agent has the ability to lend and borrow with agents in other economies, and thus can adjust consumption independently of her current income. More formally, we study an open economy with foreign lenders who are willing to borrow and lend at the risk-free rate \( R = 1 + r \). To enhance tractability, we assume that the discount factor is equal to \( 1/R \), which implies that consumption is proportional to the expected discounted value of future income.

We simulate the model at quarterly frequencies. The parameters on the true dividend process are \( \alpha = 1.16 \) and \( \beta = -0.24 \). We set the standard deviation of dividend shocks, \( \sigma = 0.05 \), so that the standard deviation of excess equity returns approximately matches the historically observed value. We set the ratio of average capital income to average GDP at one-third, roughly matching historical U.S. data.

We now describe the qualitative properties of this model – how natural expectations engender excess optimism after good news about dividends, and excess pessimism after bad news. Exhibit 3a plots the cumulative excess return of equities after a one-standard-deviation positive shock to dividends. At this moment, a representative agent with natural expectations for dividends will price equities so that the agent anticipates no future excess returns (as shown by the line in Exhibit 3a labeled “Natural Expectations Model”). However, on average, agents end up disappointed over the next decade. From their perspective, the economy appears to experience more negative shocks than anticipated. Hence, realized excess returns tend to be negative after a good news event, and cumulative excess returns tend to drift down (“Realized path in Natural Expectations Model”). Over the long run, cumulative excess returns converge to the rational benchmark. Exhibit 3a also implies excess volatility of asset prices. Asset prices overreact to news and then drift back over the next decade, giving up on average about three-quarters of their original unexpected gain or loss.

---

7 To achieve greater tractability, we assume that preferences are quadratic and let the weight on the squared term go to zero, so that asset pricing can be done with the risk-free rate. See on-line appendix for more details.
8 We estimate these values using the detrended real earnings data from Exhibit 2c. Our estimation procedure here is biased because it imposes stationarity; we study this case because it captures the observed hump-shape in a simple manner. In our model, dividends, capital income and corporate earnings are all identical. We use earnings to estimate the process because they are less smoothed than dividends.
Exhibit 3b plots the consumption response to a one-standard-deviation positive shock to dividends. The representative agent immediately raises consumption and anticipates no average future changes (as shown by the line in Exhibit 3b labeled “Natural Expectations Model”). But then, the representative agent will tend to be disappointed by equity returns over the next decade. Hence, consumption changes tend to be negative after a good news event (“Realized path in Natural Expectations Model”). Over the long run, consumption undershoots the rational benchmark, since agents need to “pay back” the overconsumption that occurred when they were over-optimistic about the economy’s prospects. Exhibit 3b also implies excess volatility of consumption. Consumption overreacts to news and then drifts back over the next decade, giving up on average more than three-quarters of the original change. In the concluding section, we discuss extensions that smooth out consumption dynamics – like habits and other sources of slow adjustment.

The predictions of this model quantitatively match a number of empirical relationships. For example, the model correctly predicts that the excess equity return is weakly negatively auto-correlated at lags of 2-8 quarters, (e.g., Cutler, Poterba and Summers, 1991). The model correctly predicts that the ratio of equity prices to historical earnings is negatively correlated with future excess equity returns (e.g., Campbell-Shiller, 1988a, b). The model also correctly predicts that high current consumption growth is negatively correlated with future excess returns (Moller, 2008). The calibrated model gets the signs of these relationships right, as well as the magnitudes. The appendix reports tables with these correlations.

Finally, it is useful to compare these predictions to those that would be observed if bias were eliminated -- that is, if $\lambda = 0$. In this case, the standard deviation of asset returns would drop by 75 percent and the standard deviation of consumption changes would drop by nearly as much. Hence, natural expectations about dividends raise volatility in aggregate economic variables. The predictability of returns and consumption also vanishes when $\lambda = 0$. In this case, asset values and consumption are both random walks.

**Conclusion**

We have analyzed an economy in which agents form intuitions as if they were estimating growth regressions with a small number of lagged variables. We call these simple growth regressions the intuitive model. When the true data generating process -- the true model -- has hump-shaped dynamics, the oversimplified intuitive model generates expectations characterized by excess extrapolation at long horizons. Rather than completely overriding these intuitions and adopting fully rational beliefs, agents form beliefs that give some partial weight to their intuitions. We call these beliefs -- partway between intuition and full rationality -- natural expectations.
Agents with natural expectations will overestimate persistence, which leads them to overreact to news about corporate earnings/dividends. Consequently, asset prices will fluctuate too much. In our simple model, asset price volatility leads to excess volatility in consumption, which is empirically counterfactual (see Campbell and Deaton, 1989). Hence, the model needs to be augmented with familiar mechanisms that smooth consumption changes, including habits (e.g., Campbell and Cochrane 1999), discrete adjustment costs (Grossman and Laroque, 1990), or additional psychological mechanisms that cause consumption to respond slowly to changes in asset prices (Lynch, 1996; Gabaix and Laibson, 2002). In the on-line appendix we study a version of our model with slow adjustment in consumption.

We view the macroeconomic model discussed in this paper as illustrative and a “proof of concept”; it is deliberately kept simple and omits investment or financial intermediation. In models with capital formation, asset price volatility will generate excess volatility of investment (Lansing, 2009 offers an example along those lines). Debt cycles will also follow from volatile asset price movements, since agents will borrow to fund consumption and investment. If financial institutions hold beliefs with similar biases, they will be willing to finance the borrowing. Indeed, after positive shocks, financial institutions will perceive a reduction in risk because of their excessively optimistic views of income growth and asset price appreciation.

Future work incorporating quasi-rational expectations into macroeconomic analysis could move forward along several paths. In the simulation in this paper, we fixed the balance between intuitive and rational expectations at one-half. However, this parameter should be estimated. This would make it possible to test the null hypothesis of perfect rationality ($\lambda = 0$). Estimating bias parameters would also enable economists to have a quantitative discussion about the magnitude of bias, instead of focusing exclusively on the question of whether the bias is exactly zero or not. An early example along those lines is Muellbauer and Murphy (1997), who estimate a model of the UK housing market in which expectations are partly forward-looking and partly extrapolative, with relative weights determined by the data. They find evidence for an important extrapolative component in expectations.

Another path forward would be to study forecasting biases in other settings. With an eye to recent events, a useful starting point might be the residential and commercial real estate markets (cf. Glaeser et al 2010). During the boom, forecasting biases affected expectations about long-run price trajectories. If real estate prices have short-run momentum and long-run partial mean reversion, then agents with natural expectations will form strongly extrapolative beliefs about housing price dynamics and fail to recognize the mean reversion.

More generally, models of forecasting bias should be disciplined by a wide range of empirical data, including economic markets as well as laboratory experiments where
researchers have the advantage of controlling the stochastic processes that subjects observe (as in Hey, 1994).

Of course, the natural expectations model is only one possible way of relaxing the rational expectations assumption underlying traditional macro and finance models. A burgeoning literature in macroeconomics and finance, surveyed in Evans and Honkapohja (2001, 2009) and Pastor and Veronesi (2009), retains the assumption of rationality (in the sense of economic agents thinking like highly sophisticated statisticians), but assumes that the agents do not have full knowledge of their economic environment and must learn over time. These models can generate asset price dynamics that are similar to the ones produced by our model (for a recent example, see Adam and Marcet, 2010).

Yet another alternative, exemplified by the agent-based literature, assumes that agents (probabilistically) select among different forecasting models based on past performance of the models (for example, LeBaron et al., 1999; Tesfatsion and Judd, 2006; De Grauwe, 2010). Such models are usually analyzed computationally and can give rise to very complex dynamics. An advantage of this modeling approach is that it directly gives rise to heterogeneity in beliefs, which our model has omitted.9

We hope that researchers will explore a range of models that relax the assumption of perfectly rational expectations. Such alternatives can help us understand both micro behavior, for instance, household investment decisions, as well as aggregate outcomes like asset market volatility or “bubbles.” The natural expectations model is illustrative of the kinds of models that are candidates for analysis. Empirical analysis should be used to identify models that are parsimonious, portable, and empirically valid across a wide range of economic environments.

---

9 The literature has studied markets that include both rational agents and “noise traders.” In such models, a range of mechanisms can prevent a minority of perfectly rational agents from bidding prices all the way to their fundamental levels. One mechanism is risk aversion (for example, DeLong et al 1990a, 1990b; Choi 2006; Kogan et al. 2006). When a small pool of rational agents, who initially hold the world portfolio, buy or sell mispriced assets, they reduce their portfolio diversification. There are also institutional limits to arbitrage arising from the limited horizons of asset managers and their investors (for example, Shleifer and Vishny 1997).
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Exhibit 1: Impulse response functions following a one-unit shock at time zero

Caption for Exhibit 1: Impulse response functions are plotted for intuitive expectations, $\Delta x_{t+1} = \phi \Delta x_t + \varepsilon_{t+1}$, rational expectations, $x_{t+1} = \alpha x_t + \beta x_{t-1} + \eta_{t+1}$, and natural expectations, which is the equally weighted average. We assume that $\alpha = 1.16$, and $\beta = -0.24$, which implies that $\phi = 0.20$. 
Exhibit 2: Impulse Response Functions for four Macroeconomic Time Series

Exhibit 2a: Real GDP
(Quarterly data)

Caption for Exhibit 2a: Plots impulse response functions for the natural log of real U.S. Gross Domestic Product (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1947:1 to 2009:4). **Intuitive Expectations** are calculated by estimating the intuitive model. **Rational Expectations** are calculated by modeling growth as a moving average with 12 lags.
Caption for Exhibit 2b: Plots the impulse response functions for the U.S. unemployment rate (Labor Department, 1947:1 to 2009:12). **Intuitive Expectations** are calculated by estimating the intuitive model. **Rational Expectations** are calculated by modeling the change in unemployment as a moving average model with 36 lags.
Caption for Exhibit 2c: Plots impulse response functions for ARIMA models estimated on the natural log of real net operating surplus of private enterprises as reported in the U.S. National Income and Product Accounts (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1947:1 to 2009:4). The net operating surplus of private enterprises is reported in NIPA Table 1.10, line 12. This definition is net of capital depreciation. To adjust for inflation, we use the GDP deflator. Intuitive Expectations are calculated by estimating the intuitive model. Rational Expectations are calculated by modeling growth in real earnings as a moving average process with 12 lags.
Caption for Exhibit 2d: Plots impulse response functions for excess returns (1926:9 to 2010:3). Excess returns come from Kenneth French’s website; they are calculated as “the value-weighted return on all NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ stocks (from CRSP) minus the one-month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates).” Intuitive Expectations are calculated by estimating the intuitive model, where $\Delta x_t$ is replaced with the excess return for period $t$. Rational Expectations are calculated by regressing the excess return on a moving average process with 36 lags.
Caption for Exhibit 3a: After a positive dividend shock, agents expect no future excess returns (see the line “Natural Expectations Model”). However, on average agents end up disappointed. From their perspective, the economy appears to experience more negative shocks than anticipated. Hence, realized excess returns tend to be negative, and cumulative excess returns tend to drift down (“Realized path in Natural Expectations Model”). Over the long run, cumulative excess returns converge to the rational benchmark. (See the online appendix for our definition of cumulative excess returns.)
Exhibit 3b: Consumption Dynamics Following a One-Standard-Deviation Shock to Dividends

Caption for Exhibit 3b: After a positive dividend shock, agents immediately raise consumption and anticipate that no future increases will occur (“Natural Expectations Model”). On average agents tend to be disappointed by equity returns over the next decade. Hence, consumption changes tend to be negative after a good news event (“Realized path in Natural Expectations Model”). Over the long run, consumption undershoots the rational benchmark, since agents need to “pay back” the overconsumption that occurred when they were over-optimistic about the economy’s prospects.